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Inside The Business School
 >> BAC Student Start-Up GEB Investment Battlefield in collaboration   
  with Botswana Investment & Trade Centre (BITC) Grand Finale
 >> BAC hosts Open Day
 >> Employability seminar
 >> SHU Students visit BAC
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EDITOR’S FOREWORD

Congratulations to Mothusi Matobo for being the first 
winner of the BAC Student Start-up GEB Battlefield 
in collaboration with Botswana Investment & Trade 
Centre (BITC). Mothusi is a self-driven, aspiring young 
entrepreneur who is currently a Year 3 studying BA 
(Hons) Entrepreneurship & Business Leadership at 
Botswana Accountancy College. One of BAC’s aim is to 
produce market-ready students who not only aspire to be 
employed but to also seek to be employers. 

The BAC Student Start-up GEB Investment Battlefield in 
collaboration with BITC comes as an initiative to support this 
aim. Look out for the 2019/2020 Competition this year as it 
comes back more competitive.

 This year marks the year of growth and progress for the College. 
We will experience the implementation of new initiatives and 
projects, establishment of new relationships, all this towards the 
betterment of the experience of the BAC student as a whole. 
In this quarter, we saw the introduction of the Library Week 
themed “Libraries Lead” aimed at supporting Research, Teaching 
and Learning through the provision of quality information 
products and services. The Library saw it relevant to take their 
services to the student community to enable them to leverage 
their academic and professional performance. Generally, the 
Library is the most under-utilised facility yet so significant to the 
progression of ones’ studies. This was indeed a commendable 
initiative by BAC Library Services. 

We bid farewell to the former Student Representative Committee 
that was led by Mr Tshepiso Masilonyane in Gaborone and Mr 
Olebogeng Donoven Chabe in Francistown. We salute their 
evident dedication to their offices and we will forever cherish 
the mark they left behind. 

MPHO VICTORIA MOKGOSI
Head of Marketing & Corporate Communications

To the newly appointed Student Representative Committee at 
both campuses, congratulations! I wish them the best during 
their term as the student leadership. My belief is that through 
the mentorship programme they go through, they will deliver 
accordingly and at the same time maintain Excellence in their 
academics. SRC bears the responsibility to bridge the gap 
between Management and student community. This is a huge 
responsibility that I hope they diligently deliver on without 
neglecting the core mandate of being a student - to study, pass 
and graduate.

At the core of BAC’s existence is the value of Excellence which 
the College continues to live by. In this issue, you will read more 
about Excellence, what it is and how to achieve it. You will 
also see the value being lived by the College through various 
achievements such as at the BOTESSA games where our students 
displayed sheer Excellence, attaining gold and silver medals. 
Over and above this, the College was awarded the best Exhibitor 
of the Year at the 2019 HRDC Fair. This was the fifth time in a row 
to receive this award. Let me take this time to acknowledge the 
hard work, dedication and commitment conveyed by BAC staff 
members and students to keep the College’s flag flying up high 
in various areas.

Another interesting read in this issue is on the Employability 
Seminars held annually by the College in response to the high 
unemployment rate in Botswana. The Seminars are held to 
prepare final year students for the market by equipping them 
with the know-how of being an entrepreneur and a market 
relevant and ready graduate. Special thanks to our industry 
partners who work closely with the College to deliver this in a 
more interesting manner by gracing us with their presence.

With the month of Love having passed, I trust and hope we 
participated in it through sharing, gifts exchange and spending 
time with our loved ones. Love is the most beautiful thing that 
none of us can survive without. 

Wishing the College the best as the calendar year begins. Horaay 
to the memories made in the past year, and Cheers to many 
more to come!

Enjoy this edition. Thank you to the editing team.

GOT FRESH IDEAS, NEWS AND STORIES?
We would like to hear from you, share at marketing@bac.ac.bw .
Thank you

Mpho Victoria Mokgosi
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BAC 2018/19 STUDENT START-UP 
GEB INVESTMENT BATTLEFIELD IN 
COLLABORATION WITH BITC GRAND FINALE

On 13th February 2019, the Botswana Accountancy College in collaboration with Botswana Investment and Trade Centre (BITC) hosted the BAC Student 
Start-Up GEB Investment Battlefield Grand Finale, an initiative aimed at supporting entrepreneurship and youth employability. Among the dignitaries that 
attended the function was the Assistant Minister of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and Technology Honorable Fidelis Molao, Botswana Investment 
and Trade Centre (BITC) Chief Operations Officer Mr Reginald Selelo and Botswana Telecommunications Corporations Limited (BTCL) Managing 
Director Mr Anthony Masunga. Other corporate institutions that were present were Stanbic Bank Botswana, First National Bank Botswana (FNBB), 
Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA), Botswana Innovation Hub (BIH), government entities as well as the various media houses among 
others. Speaking at the grand finale, BAC Executive Director Ms Serty Leburu said the BAC Student Start-Up GEB Investment battlefield has exposed the 
participants to entrepreneurial principles, practices, and capital investments as well as build their confidence to penetrate commercial markets.

“As an institution of higher learning, we are committed to provide solutions towards skills capacity building and human capital development to meet the 
needs of the economy. We are also determined to produce market ready graduates with relevant skills and competencies to make impactful contributions 
to the economy,” said Leburu. Giving an overview of the competition, BAC Head of Marketing and Corporate Communications and Investment Battlefield 
project coordinator Mrs Mpho Victoria Mokgosi said the GEB Investment battlefield was introduced to promote innovation, creativity and entrepreneurial 
skills among BAC students with the aim to contribute to employment creation.

“The intention to participate in the GEB is to cultivate a spirit of entrepreneurship among our students, create a platform for BAC Students to get business 
start- up finance, create opportunities for business networking for BAC students and to continually position BAC as “The Botswana Business School of 
Choice,” said Mokgosi.

The competition had 5 finalists;  Ms Gobe Aisha Tapela, Ms Jennifer Tebo Ngwako, Mr Batho Chepete, Mr Mothusi Matobo and Mr Bonno Motswaiso. 
Mothusi Matobo, who is a third Year student in School of Business & Leisure studying BA (Hons) Entrepreneurship & Business Leadership, emerged the 
winner of the competition with his astounding project called Aquaponics. Aquaponics recycles water around fish pond and crops thereby eliminating the 
need for fertilizers and other costs. Organic vegetables grow year round without soil, in limited space, using one tenth of the water required for traditional 
agriculture.  The second best pitcher who is the only female winner, Ms Gobe Aisha Tapela, third year student studying BA (Hons) Finance & Accounting, 
also showed passion in her project aimed towards kids’ fitness and wellness. The third position went to the enthusiast, Mr Bonno Motswaiso, third year 
student in BSc (Hons) Computer Systems Engineering, for his Online Apparel Mall. The winners were awarded P25, 000.00, P15, 000.00 and P10, 000.00 
respectively as seed capital for their budding business ideas.

From left : Mr Bonno Motswaiso - 2nd Runner Up, Mr Oaitse Gabadirwe - BAC Deputy Executive Director(Corporate Services),  Mr Reginald Selelo - BITC 
Chief Operations Officer, Ms Gobe Aisha Tapela - 1st  Runner Up, Mr Mothusi Matobo - Winner, Hon Fidelis Molao - Assistant Minister of Tertiary Education, 
Research, Science and Technology, Ms Serty Leburu - BAC Executive Director during the Grand Finale.
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WINNER of 2018/19 BAC STUDENT START-UP GEB INVESTMENT BATTLEfIELD IN CoLLABoTATIoN WITH 
BoTSWANA INVESTMENT & TRADE CENTRE 

My name is Mothusi Matobo,  Third Year student studying BA(Hons) Entrepreneurship & Business Leadership at Botswana Accountancy College (BAC). 
I am a young aspiring entrepreneur in the Agriculture Sector and leader, who believes in the possibilities of our country and its young people. I have 
developed great passion and love for business hence my desire to grow and understand entrepreneurship to build businesses that do not only make 
profit but have a positive impact on the community.  

Being the first winner of the BAC Students Start-up GEB Battlefield competition is a great pleasure. Not only did it give me an opportunity to start off my 
business bus it also helped me network. With the cash prize, I will develop my farm and purchase a piloting aquaponics system. As I am about to complete 
my studies, this competition really opened doors for me, I do not have to seek employment, I look forward to employing others and creating wealth. 

Throughout the competition, I was able to network and make meaningful exchanges with people in the same field and I am happy to say I am in the 
process of partnering with some of them for my project expansion plan. The competition also enhanced my credibility and publicity, I am now seen and 
trusted as a business person, this means it will be more easy to approach partners and funders. Special thanks to Botswana Accountancy College for this 
rare opportunity, I will forever be indebted to this College. As I am about to leave BAC, I leave, not only with a qualification but with my whole life changed 
and my dreams realised. I could not have chosen a better Tertiary Institution. 

Mr Mothusi Matobo delivering his presentation during the BAC Student Start-up GEB Investment  Battlefield in collaboration with BITC
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The BAC Brand Ambassadors club held its first Annual General Meeting on Wednesday 13th February 2019 at Lion Park, Gaborone. The aim of the meeting 
was to review the previous Brand Ambassadors strategy, welcome new members to the club, elect the new committee and revise the year plan among 
others. 

Brand Ambassadors Club was formed in 2017 and started operating in 2018. The team carry the mandate of organising and supporting brand awareness 
and loyalty through implementation of activities to grow the BAC brand in line with institutional strategy. All Brand Ambassadors are responsible for 
promoting BAC values and setting direction for BAC brand awareness and service improvement initiatives above other responsibilities. Brand Ambassador 
plans and initiatives are always consistent with business objectives of the institution. 

BRAND AMBASSADORS FIRST ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 

BAC brand ambassadors during their  annual  general meeting

Club Coordinator Mrs Martha Moribame-Tabane giving welcome remarks
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NAME DEPARTMENT
Mpho Victoria Mokgosi 
(Club Sponsor) 

Marketing & Corporate Comms

Martha Moribame-Tabane 
(Club Coordinator)

Marketing & Corporate Comms 

Abednico Sebedi Facilities

Alee Manyoni Student  Support & Welfare 

Amantle Relemogeng IT

Amogelang Mautenyane Marketing & Corporate Comms

Bafedile Mateise Records

Botlhe Ndoma School of Business & Leisure

Charles Kaundera School of Computing & Informa-
tion Systems

Chedu Antsheng Finance

Colleen Magogodi School of Business & Leisure

Dinah Balangani Marketing & Corporate Comms

Duncan Tau Marketing & Corporate Comms

Fiona Kebalefetse Marketing & Corporate Comms

Gaolatlhe Medupe School of Finance & Professional 
Studies

Gorata Ntatawe Finance

Gofiwa Masokwane School of Postgraduate Studies

Goitsemodimo Fundira Marketing & Corporate Comms

Itumeleng Tshekoetsile Admissions

Karabo Mokotedi ICT Industry Skills

Katlego Babupi HR  

Katlego Thuto Finance

Keitumetse Rajane Admissions

Kelebogile Kenalemang School of Business & Leisure

Kelebogile Madliso Library Services

Kenneth Thindwa School of Finance & Professional 
Studies

Keoobametse Sebole Finance

Kitso M. Olatotse Marketing & Corporate Comms

Letso Dire IT

Matshwenyego Motshwewa Facilities

Matthews Pheto School of Computing & Informa-
tion Systems

Mercy Morapedi Finance

Mercy Mozumbi School of Business & Leisure

Mogomotsi Petoro Marketing & Corporate Comms

Monei G. Nthebolan School of Postgraduate Studies

Neo Ramaotwana Facilities

Ofentse Baatshwana Marketing & Corporate Comms

Onalethata Motsatsi Quality Assurance

Oratile Semakabadi ICT Industry Skills

Patience Mbangiwa School of Postgraduate Studies

NAME DEPARTMENT
Phinah Monnatlhare Marketing & Corporate Comms

Pono Oletile Quality Assurance

Qaphela Moloi Library Services

Rebaone Mogomela ICT Industry Skills

Refilwe Tlamelo Marketing & Corporate Comms

Remofilwe Segana Admissions

Sadie Itheetseng Marketing & Corporate Comms

Shathiso Lekang Procurement

Taboka Masala School of Finance & Professional 
Studies

Tebogo Bantshitswe Admissions

Tendai Chandigere School Of Computing & Inforam-
tion Systems

Thabiso Thamage Finance

Thatayaone Tumbane Procurement

Thato Siska Organisational Strategy & Institu-
tional Planning

Thobo Maruatona School of Computing & Informa-
tion Studies

KNOW YOUR BRAND AMBASSADORS 
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CAREER FAIRS & RECRUITMENT
Throughout the year, BAC takes part in Senior Secondary Schools career fairs in both government and private schools to increase students’ understanding 
of higher education learning, including choosing and applying for courses, and to encourage them to see Botswana Accountancy College as the institution 
of choice .The College seeks to be directly involved in the improvement of academic performance of students as it identifies itself as a school of E xcellence. 
The following table shows the Secondary Schools visits made by the College between January 2019 and March 2019.

School Location Date

Kgari Sechele Senior Secondary School Molepolole 15th January 2019

Regent High School Gaborone 16th January 2019

Moeding College Otse 4th February 2019

Naledi Senior Secondary School Gaborone 14th February 2019

NATIONwIDE ROADSHOw

Following the release of the Secondary School 
leavers’ (BGCSE) results, team BAC embarked on 
a nationwide roadshow to facilitate recruitment 
and brand-awareness. The teams were divided 
into North, West and South regions ensuring 
that almost all Senior Secondary Schools in 
Botswana are covered. This initiative affords 
students who are unable to travel to Gaborone  
and Francistown (BAC campuses) to apply, the 
opportunity to do so conveniently.

The team travelled to different schools nationwide to facilitate recruitment and brand awareness
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BAC HOSTS OPEN DAY TO ENGAGE 
STAKEHOLDERS
On the 28th February 2019 and 5th March 2019, Botswana Accountancy 
College (BAC) hosted its annual open day at the Gaborone Main Campus 
and Francistown Campus respectively. The objective of the open days 
was to introduce the College and showcase its offerings to prospective 
students, parents, Secondary School teachers and BAC collaborative 
industry partners.

In his welcome remarks, BAC Deputy Executive Director of Academic 
Affairs, Dr Byron Brown urged the attendants to consider BAC as a career 
partner as BAC is an institution of Academic Excellence. He said that the 
College organized the Open Day to allow prospective students to interact 
with staff, students and tour the campus to afford them the opportunity 
to appreciate the College and its offerings. “We would like to partner with 
you in your career planning process and assist you carry your good BGCSE 
or IGCSE performance forward. We encourage you to join a culture of high 
performance,” he said.

Dr Brown further revealed that employers have expressed satisfaction with 
BAC graduates for job readiness and encouraged the students to consider 
BAC as the ideal career partner. 

When delivering opening remarks at the Francistown Campus, Mr Gape 
Maplanka, who is the Francistown Campus Manager said that BAC open 
day was designated to empower prospective students to make informed 
decisions on what course they should pursue and why they have to do it 
at BAC. He applauded the parents for showing active participation in their 
children’s education.

In 1996 when BAC was established, it offered Professional Accounting 
programmes but as the economy grew and skills demand grew, the 
College introduced programmes in areas of Business, Banking, Hospitality, 
Management and ICT.

“We have been able to deliver these programmes in collaboration 
with international partners such as the University of Derby, University 
of Sunderland and Sheffield Hallam University, all based in UK. These 
partnerships enable BAC students to benefit from the research, innovation 
and ICT resources enjoyed by their peers in the UK. Additionally, having 
lecturers fly in to teach in the Botswana campus adds to the overall 
learning experience of the students,” said BAC Marketing Manager Mrs 
Moribame-Tabane when giving the overall overview of the College.

With over 10,000 alumni already in industry, Mrs. Tabane said they not only 
train for employment but for business as well. Furthermore she said the 
experiential learning allows the students to also get technical skills that 
make them market ready.

Because the College cannot achieve its mandate in isolation, platforms 
such as the open day gives the College an opportunity to collaborate with 
stakeholders to get support and contributions.

BAC Registrar Mr. William Sekgatsa revealed to the prospective students 
and parents that failing to qualify for Government funding is not the end. 
He said; “We look at your results for specific subjects and if they meet 
minimum requirements, a prospective student can be admitted and seek 
private sponsorship.” 

Mr. Sekgatsa further called on parents to consider sponsoring their 
children. “We offer reasonable, friendly payment terms. You can pay for 
semesters as opposed to paying for the whole course,” he said.

Mr Gape Maplanka - Francistown Campus Manager, giving opening remarks

Mr William Sekgatsa - College Registrar delivering closing remarks

Mrs Martha Moribame-Tabane - Marketing Manager giving overview 
of the College

Parents during a campus tour at the Francistown CampusProspective students during the open day at the Gaborone Main Mall
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS
INDuSTRY VISITS

The Marketing department in collaboration with School of Postgraduate Studies carried out 
direct marketing campaign at AON and BICA on Thursday 14th February 2019 and Friday 15th 

February 2019 respectively. The College partakes in targeted Marketing to strengthen existing 
relations and to establish new ones.

LIBRARY wEEk

The first ever BAC Library Week was held on the 18th – 22nd February 2019 at BAC Gaborone 
and at the Francistown Campus on the 4th – 8th March 2019. The theme of these weeks was 
“Libraries Lead”. The weeks were packed with a series of activities meant to socialize Library 
services to the BAC community. The program comprised of public lectures on how the library 
support teaching, learning and research, copyright and publishing, library systems and stalls 
for book selling for further education especially to the students and entertainment (karaoke 
session) to facilitate students networking  to close the week. During the opening ceremony,  Dr 
Angelina Totolo, Senior Lecturer of Library and information Systems at University of Botswana 
gave a presentation on the role of the library in support of academic work touching on the 
importance of the library at BAC, the position of the library in governance and the economic 
benefit that comes from having a library in BAC. 

Mr Duncan Tau - Marketing Officer engaging stakeholders at AON

Representatives from BAC and external 
stakeholders during the opening ceremony

Attendants during one of the sessions Ms Tebo Motlhabane - Library Officer 

Ms Tumisang Makofane - Fitch Solutions, Senior 
Account Manager during one of the presentations
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STUDENTS ENGAGEMENT 

SHEffIELD HALLAM uNIVERSITY STuDENTS 
VISIT BOTSwANA ACCOuNTANCY COLLEGE

In light of International Partnerships that BAC has with UK based Universities, 
in February 2019, three Level 5 Business Studies students from Sheffield 
Hallam University travelled to Botswana to take part in a Peer Assisted 
Learning Project. After taking in the sights with a hike up Kgale Hill and a city 
tour, the students, Mr Joe Blaney, Ms Sophie Plant and Mr Ted Blackburne-
Maze met the Botswana Accountancy College staff.

The busy week involved attending various BAC lectures, including 
Contemporary Issues in International Business, and Managing Business 
Processes & Information in a Global Context. The students also enjoyed trips 
to the Arts Gallery, Gabane Pottery and a fantastic opportunity to enjoy the 
game drive at Mokolodi Game Reserve.

The visit was very fruitful to both the visiting SHU students and Level 5 & 6 
BAC BA (Hons) Business Management students. The students participated in 
class and mingled, ensuring an exchange of knowledge and experience from 
both sides. Furthermore, the SHU students made a remarkable contribution 
when sharing their knowledge with the BAC class on the following issues:
•	 libguides.com
•	 referencing	issues
•	 use	of	Studiosity
•	 skills4studycampus.com

This was a very successful student exchange programme, with lots of 
knowledge and experience gained. BAC looks forward to many more similar 
encounters with its partner Universities for knowledge exchange purposes.

fRANCISTOwN CAMpuS HOSTS IEC TRAINING 
fOR STuDENTS

On Friday 1st March 2019 the Student Support and Welfare Department in 
collaboration with the national Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) 
conducted in-house training for the BAC Student IEC committee. The purpose 
of this training was to equip the students with the skills and knowledge on 
how to successfully run and manage Student Representative Council (SRC) 
elections as well as to sensitize them on issues of voter education.

Mr Kaone Relemogeng - Student Support & Welfare Officer giving 
a demonstration

The three students from SHU with BAC Students and 
SBL Senior Lecture Dr Wilbert Mutoko

Some of the students who participated
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STUDENTS ENGAGEMENT 

wELCOMING THE NEw STuDENT REpRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE (SRC) 

This season the College welcomed the new SRC members to office as they were officially inaugurated on the 21st March 2019 at the Francistown 
Campus and on the 3rd April 2019 at the Gaborone at the Gaborone Campus. 

GABORONE CAMpuS SRC

Name Position
Kagiso Mfa President

Sedie Kemoabe Vice President

Princess Baatshwana Secretary

Seabe Thipe Administrative Secretary

Baone Phuthego Minister of Gender & Social Welfare

Darling Ncenga Minister of Sports

Mmoloki Dube Minister of Hostels & Cafeteria

Laone Phefo Minister of Information

Kutlo Lenkopane Minister of Entertainment

Leo Tlhomelang Minister of Finance

Kgopiso Tibe Minister of Academics

Elson Phiri Additional Member

Banyana Ebineng Additional Member

fRANCISTOwN CAMpuS SRC

Name Position
Joseph Kagodi President

Disang Seeletso Disang Vice President

Segomotso Marai Secretary General

Kagiso Ramontshonyana Admin Secretary

Poloko Keatlaretse Minister of Entertainment

Candy Mmusi Minister Of Publicity

Agang Seomile Minister of Hostels

Emmanuel Tumelo Moilwa Minister of Sports

Rebatho Tshiamo Minister of Academics

Patricia Gaopalelwe Minister of Finance

Segolame Selema Minister of Welfare

Victor Gaamangwe Morapedi Additional  Member

Presly Chose Additional  Member

Gaborone SRC committee Francistown SRC committee
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STUDENTS ENGAGEMENT

CONGRATuLATIONS TEAM BAC 

On the 23rd and 24th March 2019, BAC students participated in the BOTESSA Athletics Competitions in Francistown. Out of all the institutions that 
participated, BAC emerged the winner in High Jump, Shotput and 200m race. The College continues to support non-academic student activities 
to balance the learning and living experience. Congratulations to the following students for exhibiting the value of Excellence;

Name Type of Athletics Award

Pilani Mosielele High Jump Gold Medal

Thato Person Shotput Gold Medal

Xholani Talane 200m Race Gold Medal

Motheo Chinyepi Long Jump Silver Medal

BAC HOSTS EMpLOYABILITY SEMINAR – SHApING A pRACTICAL AND MARkET-READY 
GRADuATE
 

Youth unemployment is a global concern and Botswana is no exception. To curb this challenge, stakeholders are coming together in different 
platforms to make a difference by nurturing and grooming young minds to have an innovative edge and to be ready for the market.

On Friday 22nd March 2019, the School of Business and Leisure hosted an Employability Seminar for final year students at the Francistown Campus. 
The seminar was meant to equip the students with job-market skills, and to give the confidence to face the market. Industry representatives from 
Local Enterprise Authority (LEA), Cresta Hotels, Botswana Tourism Organisation (BTO) , Air Botswana, First National Bank Botswana (FNBB) and 
Entrepreneurs were present to give experiential advice. Some of the topics that were discussed include Personal Branding, CV writing, Interview 
skills, Entrepreneurship and financial planning. 

Team BAC with Ms Mpho Mmopi and Ms Alee Manyoni from Student Support & Welfare during BOTESSA games

Middle;  Mr Pilane Mosielele receiving his Gold Medal
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With over 20 years of existence, Botswana Accountancy College (BAC) is 

regarded as one of Botswana’s top tertiary institutions due to its dedica-

tion to facilitate experiential learning through the combination of theory 

and practice to produce well rounded graduates. This was proven at the 

2019 Botswana Human Resource Development Skills (BHRDS) Fair as the 

College emerged the winner in the Public Colleges Category as well as the 

Overall Best Exhibitor of the Year.

When speaking during the BHRDS fair, BAC’s Acting Head of Marketing 

and Corporate Communications, Ms Refilwe Tlamelo highlighted the in-

stitution’s commitment to empowering students and graduates through 

entrepreneurship skills and experiential learning. With this year’s BHRDS 

fair theme being “Gateway towards diversifying Botswana’s economy”, 

BAC profiled student projects from the School of Computing and Infor-

mation Systems where the students were demonstrating their class man-

agement application. Under the School of Business and Leisure, the BA 

(Hons) International Hospitality Management, students showcased their 

Phane-based menu where they wanted to illustrate how modern food 

preparation techniques can be used with indigenous cuisine.

“As a Business School, we are very much interested in growing the en-

trepreneurship portfolio of our students and graduates. Our programmes 

are infused with entrepreneurship knowledge that makes a BAC student 

consider venturing into entrepreneurship.  Additionally, the College prides 

itself in the BAC Student Start-Up Investment Battlefield Competition 

where students present their ideas and compete for start-up capital. This 

is a deliberate effort by the College to support entrepreneurship and to 

equip the students with the necessary business skills, therefore our grad-

uates becoming a solution to the high unemployment rates we are cur-

rently facing,” said Ms Tlamelo. 

BAC has collaborative partnerships with the University of Derby, University 

of Sunderland and Sheffield Hallam University among other partnerships. 

Ms Tlamelo stated that through these partnerships the institution will 

continue to produce graduates of global repute. Through these collab-

orations, graduates attain international education which enables them to 

seek employment and or start businesses anywhere in the world, there-

fore giving them a competitive advantage.

The institution’s curriculum is based on market needs. In order to meet the 

needs of industry  trends, BAC conducts regular industry engagements 

and observes industry trends, therefore ensuring market relevance of 

the BAC graduate. BAC student Theo Macheke, who is currently studying 

BA (Hons) in International Hospitality Management at the Francistown 

Campus, has been through the institution’s experiential learning and has 

gained valuable experience along the way. 

“BAC is special because it has opened a lot of opportunities for me. I have 

worked at AVANI in Gaborone, in Maun as well as Kasane because of the 

education I have received through BAC. The thing that I love the most 

about BAC is the curriculum, it is knowledge based, and they teach prac-

ticality over and above theoretical knowledge. This is done to try to avoid 

skills mismatch where one might not have the necessary skills that they 

need for industry. BAC has made it a lot easier for me because of the expe-

rience and everything that they have taught me, now I am ready for work,” 

said third year student Macheke.

The College also participated at the Francistown and Maun BHRDS Fairs 

on 6th – 8th March and 12th – 13th March 2019 respectively.

                   

BAC  RETAINS 1ST POSITION AT THE 2019 
BHRDS FAIR

Dr Raphael Dingalo - HRDC CEO and other delegates touring BAC stal in Gaborone l 

Mr Atamelang Olefile - Academic Administrator interacting with 
prospective student in Francistown

School of Business & Leisure students showcasing their traditional cuisine
in Francistown  
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ARTICLES

Excellence is a virtue. It is an attribute that gives one a competitive 

advantage. It makes one to stand out amid a rivalry of competitors. This 

implies that excellence is something that must easily emanate from us. 

Our customers expect us to deliver a product/ service of value and the 

customer experience is the most key aspect that will result in a valuable 

experience to our customers. Furthermore, customer expectations are 

generally dynamic and are increasingly growing resulting in higher 

demands from our customers. Who are our customers? These are both the 

internal customers (colleagues) and the external customers (students and 

suppliers). This implies that one way or the other, either as an academic 

employee or nonacademic employee we are all providing a service to 

someone - the customer.

Generally, in the field of services, which is where BAC is categorised, the 

customer experience is the driving force in the industry. An excellent 

customer experience can result in satisfied customers, repeat businesses, 

good word of mouth propagation and positive images about the 

institution. The opposite is true for a bad customer experience. Word of 

mouth has the highest level of impact for an organisation as it moves 

faster and has quite several authentic influences. BAC has benefited 

a lot from positive word of mouth, which is what we need to continue 

maximizing on.

An experience can be defined as ‘interactions between a customer and 

an organization throughout their business relationship. An interaction 

can include awareness, discovery, cultivation, advocacy, purchases 

and service’ (McDonald, 2019). Usually many people confuse customer 

experience with customer service. Customer service is just but one of the 

components on the customer experience. The customer experience is the 

whole customer expedition with your organisation. This implies that one 

needs to effectively manage the customer experience so that there are no 

loopholes at any stage of the experience. Pine and Gilmore (2011) assert 

that an experience occurs effectively if we can engage our customers 

and provide the services in such a way that the experience becomes 

memorable to the customers. 

We are faced then with the questions: Am I providing a memorable 

experience to my customers? Can my customers recall the experience 

provided and positively market my product/ department/institution? 

This leaves us with a need to ensure that we have the perfect strategy 

to provide an excellent customer experience, which would need one to 

understand their customers very well by knowing their needs and wants. 

Let us avoid assuming we know these. One way of getting to know these is 

to go out to the customer, interact with them from a granular perspective 

so that we can get the detail about them individually.

As we conclude, customer experiences are crucial. They will either make 

or break our departments and/ or institution. Word of mouth moves very 

fast and has the highest impact. Each one of us is a marketer as marketing 

is everyone’s business. Let’s work towards engaging our customers as we 

provide memorable experiences to them. As a result BAC is guaranteed 

of profitability, positive image, satisfied customers and positive word of 

mouth. In turn ‘BAC stands out’.

References
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Article by Dr Mercy G. Musikavanhu & Mr Lelokwane Mokgalo
BAC Lectures School of Business & Leisure 

CuSTOMER ExpERIENCE – LIVING THE BAC VALuE Of ExCELLENCE

“An excellent customer 
experience can result 
in satisfied customers, 
repeat businesses, 
good word of mouth 
propagation and 
positive images about 
the institution. The 
opposite is true for a 
bad customer 
experience. “
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ARTICLES

CENTRE YOuRSELf - MENTAL HEALTH ISSuES

Did you know that your mental health is most important? The idea that 

when mental health is brought up in a conversation people distance 

themselves from the matter believing that it doesn’t concern them and 

or only think about depression and other mental health disorders has 

brought me to populate this short article on this. Mental health includes 

our emotional, psychological and social well-being. Your mental health 

determines how you handle stress, make life choices, as well as relate 

to others. The world is fast pacing and at most, most of us don’t take a 

moment to centre ourselves and check on ourselves and we just keep 

going. Every stage of life requires a stable mental health, because over the 

years you experience a number of things that affect your mental which is 

why one’s mental should be first priority. A positive mental health allows 

people to be more productive, cope with stress better and aware of what 

they need to do to maintain a healthy mind.  Next time someone around 

you mentions mental health consider what you are actively doing towards 

sustaining a positive mind and mental health.

Article by Ms Tsotlhe Mabusela
BAC Student, BSc (Hons) Computer Systems Engineering, Year 4

Boost Happy Chemicals
Exercise releases endorphins, which create 
feelings of  happiness and euphoria. Studies 
have shown that exercise can even alleviate 

symptoms among clinically depressed.

Improve Self-Confidence
On a very basic level, physical fitness can boost
self-esteem and improve positive self-image

Enjoy the Great Outdoors
Vitamin D acquired from soaking up the sun 
(while wearing sunscreen, of course) can lessen 
the likelihood of experiencing depressive 
symptoms.

“...a positive 
mental health 
allows people 
to be more 
productive and 
cope with stress 
better...”

prevent Cognitive Decline
Diet and exercise can help shore up the brain against 
cognitive decline that begins after the age 45. Working 
out, especially between the age of 25 and 45, boosts 
the chemicals in the brain that support and prevent 
degeneration of the hippocampus, an important part of 
the brain for memory and learning.

Alleviate Anxiety
The warm and fuzzy chemicals 
that are released during and 
after exercise can help people 
with anxiety disorders calm 
down.

Boost Brainpower
Various studies have shown 
that cardiovascular exercise 
can create new brain cells (aka 
neurogenesis) and improve 
overall brain performance.

Source: www.pinterest.com-exercise&mental health

Sharpen Memory
Regular physical activity 
boosts memory and the ability 
to learn new things by increas-
ing production of cells in the 
hippocampus responsible for  
memory and learning.

Increase Relaxation
For some, a moderate workout 
can be the equivalent of a 
sleeping pill, even for people 
with insomnia.

Be More productive
Research shows that workers who take 
time for exercise on regular basis are 
more productive and have more energy 
than their more sedentary peers

Reduce Stress
Exercise incresses concentrations of norepi-
nephrine, a chemical that can moderate the 
brain’s responses to stress.

Exercise and 
Mental Health
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HR NEWS

STAFF MOVEMENTS
We wish the following staff members all the best in their new titles;

NAME   NEW POSITION
Dr. Lisbon Ketshabile  Senior Lecturer – SBL

Mr Kabelo Dintwe  Accounts Officer

Ms Amogelang Mautenyane Marketing Officer – Temp (Francitown)

 

FAREWELL
“We meet to part, and part to meet”.

Mr Julius Ayo  Finance & Procurement

Mr Abel Bale  Facilities

Mrs Lesego Thobega  Admissions

Mrs Virginia Ndungu  School of Business & Leisure

Mr Dickson Dingalo  ICT Technician

Mr Reuben Fani  HR Intern

Ms Boitumelo Mogowa Industry Engagement Intern

 MR SETHOKO ANTONE  01-Jan

 MR OLERILWE B KELEPANG 01-Jan

 MR KEITUMETSE  GOBOTSAMANG 01-Jan

 MR  CHARLES N  KAONDERA-SHAVA 01-Jan

 MISS MOJWADI M MOLALETSI 01-Jan

 MR ELIAS KELEPANG  01-Jan

 MR DANIEL MODISENYANE 01-Jan

 MISS NAMETSO  SEHUBANYANE 01-Jan

 MR PULE L MOGALE  02-Jan

 MS GOABAONE O SELEI  03-Jan

 MR SIMON MATOSO  03-Jan

 MR DIMAKATSO M BOKADI 04-Jan

 MS CECILIA RAMABU  05-Feb

 MS ITUMELENG  TSHEKOETSILE 05-Jan

 MR TEBATSO N NAGE  05-Jan

 MS TSAONE GALEEME  06-Jan

 MR KENNEDY T TAFIRENYIKA 06-Jan

 MS REFILWE TLAMELO  07-Jan

 MR ISSAC C GONDWE  07-Jan

 MS MATILDA TSHWENEYAGAE 08-Jan

 MRS PATIENCE R NTHEKENG 10-Jan

 MR GAOLATLHE MEDUPE  10-Jan

 MS TSITSI C CHIPFUVA  13-Jan

 MR BADUBI BADUBI  15-Jan

 MS JANE CHIKANZA  15-Jan

 MR MAXWELL NCUBE  21-Jan

 MS PATIENCE LC CONLON  25-Jan

 MR MUNEINASHE DUBE  25-Jan

 MR TEFO SETLHALEFI  29-Jan

 MRS KEROTSWE ZACHARIAH 28-Jan

 MRS AMANTLE T RELEMOGENG 28-Jan

 DR JOHN MM MUKUNA  01-Feb

 MR CLEMENT M KEBADILE 01-Feb

 MR STEWART MUCHUCHUTI 01-Feb

 MR REBAONE R MOGOMELA 02-Feb

 DR INNOCENT NJINI  02-Feb

 DR MERCY GM MUSIKAVANHU 02-Feb

 MS  KELEBOGILE MADLISO 04-Feb

 MS DITEKO KERAKANETSWE 05-Feb

 MR ISHMAEL  DIPHOLO  07-Feb

 MR MOGOMOTSI V PETORO 10-Feb

 MR RONALD CHIKATI  12-Feb

 MRS NTHUTANG  RAMOLOKO 13-Feb

 MS TEBO MOTLHABANE  20-Feb

 MS LESEGO K LEMMENYANE 22-Feb

 MRS QAPHELA K MOLOI  24-Feb

 MR MPHO S MMOPI  24-Feb

 MR AOBAKWE S MOTANG 25-Feb

 MRS VERONICA G MPHATHI 26-Feb

 MR THEMBA MOENG  27-Feb

 MR MICHEL KATOMBE  01-Mar

 MRS SETLOGELO TSERE  03-Mar

 MR PEDRO L LETSHWITI  05-Mar

 MS NEELO VK KORONALE  07-Mar

 MRS MENDISI R MASIKA  08-Mar

 MRS TSHOGANETSO KETLHOKILE 08-Mar

 DR PATRICK E EBEWO  10-Mar

 MR GERMAN KEIKWALETSE 12-Mar

 MRS PHATSIMO SELELO  12-Mar

 MS LINDIWE C  MODUBULE 14-Mar

 MR LELOKWANE  L MOKGALO 16-Mar

 MR DUNCAN TAU  22-Mar

 MR SAMUEL RANGOBANA 25-Mar

 MR TREVOR MOTSHIDISI  26-Mar

 MS FIONA KEBALEFETSE  28-Mar

 MRS MPHO V MOKGOSI  29-Mar

 MRS NAMETSEGANG MOTHUPI 29-Mar

 MS BARENG M MMOPELWA 29-Mar
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